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Abstract. Four wooden calendars from the village of Polkovnik Serafimovo, Smolyan region,
in the Central Rhodopes are presented here, and three of them - for the first time. The shape
and size, the kind of the signs and structure of the calendar record bear the characteristic
features of the rest of the Bulgarian wooden calendars. The short notches on the edges
represent the days of the year in the Julian (solar) calendar. The special signs on the sides
mark the fixed festivals of the Orthodox Church calendar and are also influenced by the
local tradition. The type of the signs confirms that the wooden sticks belong to the group
of calendars from the Central Rhodopes. According to the beginning date of the calendar
record on the sticks, two of the calendars are of the April (May) or October (November) type
which corresponds to the very popular economic division of the year in the folk calendar into
two periods – warm and cold. The other two sticks, which are very similar to each other,
make an exception in this respect among the rest of the Bulgarian wooden calendars. The
months are divided into four groups (seasons) on each of the four edges of the stick (only
one calendar from Burgas region has the same structure). The most interesting thing about
the two sticks is that this is the only case among all known Bulgarian calendars that the
beginning of the calendar record coincides with the beginning of the civil year on 1st January
(January type) like some wooden calendars from Western Europe.

Nowadays it is getting harder and harder to find wooden calendars in Bulgaria and in
the neighbouring Balkan countries. The thorough knowledge about them could be helpful
in various scientific fields, e.g. history of religion, ethnology, history of astronomy and
mathematics, as well as semiotics.

1. INTRODUCTION

The ethnographic research of the Bulgarian wooden calendars began after the Lib-
eration of the country from the Ottoman rule in 1878. The first wooden calendar
was registered in the collection of the National Museum in Plovdiv at the end of the
19th c. (1883). It was from the village of Karaorman (later named as Chernogorovo),
Haskovo region. This calendar was published in 1896, by Stoyan Argirov (Argirov)
1896), who was the head of the National Library and Museum in Plovdiv at that time
(Table 1). Later Dimitar Marinov (Marinov 1907) published new data about this
sample. He reports about other similar calendars both in the Haskovo region and in
the town of Chirpan and Stara Zagora. Thus the ethnography in the newly liberated
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Bulgaria began the research of the wooden calendars. In the next years a number
of famous Bulgarian ethnographers published new calendars: Yordan Zahariev (Za-
hariev 1929), Hristo Vakarelski (Vakarelski 1936) and Petar Detev (Detev 1947).
In 1997 Goro Gorov published a calendar that he had received back in 1938 (Gorov
1997). Unfortunately, none of the calendars presented in these articles has survived.

Already at that time it became clear that wooden calendars were not widely used,
they were difficult to find and decipher. The first interpretations are backed up by
the fact that at the end of 19th and the beginning of the 20th century some of the
calendars’ owners were still able to use them, they could ”read” and explain the
meaning of each sign.

We get some idea about the spreading of wooden calendars on the Balkans from
Günter Stipa (Stipa 1966) who refers to some ethnographic publications from the first
half of 20th c., that report about wooden calendars in Bosnia and Hercegovina (in the
region of Sarajevo), in Croatia (from the Dalmatian island Olib), in Albania (kept
in the Ethnographic Museum of Geneva, Switzerland), in Slovenia and Banat. There
are wooden calendars in Romania as well (Pãun 1984).

2. BULGARIAN WOODEN CALENDARS

2. 1. NAMES

In Bulgaria the wooden calendars are also called: ràbox (rabòx, robux). This
name can also be found in other Slavic languages: in Serbo-Croatian: raboš along
with rovaš; in Slovenian: rovaš; in Czech: rabuše along with rovaš; in Hungarian:
rováspálca (from rovás ‘runic script’), compare with German dialect forms: rabisch,
robisch from Slavic; in Romanian: rǎboş, rǎbój (from Bulgarian) and in Albanian:
rabũsh (from Bulgarian). Probably the word ràbox originates from the Slavic ryti
‘burrow’ or from the old Slavic *rab~ (compare with r~b ‘edge’). The Hungarian ró
‘cut in, notch, engrave’ is probably borrowed from Slavic ryti. Compare also German
graben ‘dig’, English grave (from Low German and French graver ‘engrave’) and Greek
grafô ‘write’ (Mladenov 1941, Anastasov i dr. 2002).

Very popular names for the wooden calendars are also: mo�ga, moèga, pr~qka ‘stick,
staff’, paterica ‘crutch’ and even non ‘priest’ (in the Hasekiya region in Strandzha)
(Gorov 1997). Compare with Greek τστ έτoυλα (in Bulgarian qetula), πατερiτσα
(in Bulgarian paterica), ράβδι (in Bulgarian mo�ga) and ραβδάκι (in Bulgarian
to��ka).

Bulgarians used to call ràbox or qètula (qètla) the wide spread scoring sticks
or tallies (economic ràbox), that have a somewhat different function and appearance.
These sticks were used by the shepherds in the dairies and the bakers to register the
exchanged products. They were also called raboxi za ziman~e-davan~e ‘give-take
tallies’ (Argirov 1896). The tallies were made of soft wood on which the users
notched over and over again signs that resembled the Roman numbers. These signs
stood for certain quantities of the products. The economic tallies were used for a
relatively short period of time.

Unlike them the rabosh calendars are a kind of everlasting calendars and are used
for many years. According to Dimitar Marinov the rabosh sticks were made by master
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calendarists, often coming from priest families, and were meant to serve both economic
and religious needs (Marinov 1907). The calendar sticks substituted the hand-
written and printed calendars, which the illiterate population could hardly get and
use. Since the calendar sticks were made of solid wood they had a very practical
application: they were used as crutches or walking sticks, to support loads (on the
back of the horses), to stir up the yarn while dying it. Shepherds and masons carried
rabosh calendars with them when they had to travel far away.

2. 2. DISTRIBUTION OF THE WOODEN CALENDARS IN BULGARIA

As a result of regional and national ethnographic expeditions during the second half
of the 20th c. and in the first years of the 21st c. a lot of calendars were found mainly
in the southern part of the country (Fig. 1). These regions were liberated from the
Ottoman rule only in 1912. At present, some of these calendars are preserved in
museum collections, others are a private possession Koleva E. 1967, Koleva E.
1971, Koleva V. 1996, Kerelezova 2002, Koleva V. and Georgiev 2006, Koleva V.
2007, Koleva V. 2007).

Figure 1: Map of Bulgaria and the regions where wooden calendars have been found.
The region of Polkovnik Serafimovo.

The samples found in the Central Rhodopes compose the most numerous group
of about 20 sticks among the 30 known Bulgarian wooden calendars (some of them
have not been published yet). Further we will mark the calendars from the different
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regions in the following way: ”H” for the Haskovo region, ”K” for the Kyustendil
region, ”B” for the Burgas region and ”S” for the Smolyan region.

3. CALENDARS FROM THE VILLAGE OF POLKOVNIK
SERAFIMOVO, SMOLYAN REGION

Our present study examines four rabosh calendars (Fig. 2), three of which are pre-
sented for the first time. They come from the village of Polkovnik Serafimovo in
the Central Rhodopes. It is located about 10 km to the southeast from the town of
Smolyan (Fig. 1). The old name of the village is Alamidere. The village was later
named after the hero from the First Balkan war Colonel Vladimir Serafimov (1860 –
1934), whose regiment liberated the Smolyan region from the Ottoman rule in 1912.

Figure 2: Four calendars from Polkovnik Serafimovo, Smolyan region (Photos: V.
Koleva and D. Kolev).

The examined calendar sticks are further referred to as S1, S2, S3 and S4, in order
to mark that they belong to the group of wooden calendars from the Smolyan region.
The calendars are made of well processed hard wood. Their shape and size, the kind
of the signs and structure of the calendar record correspond to the characteristic look
of the Bulgarian wooden calendars.

The first two (S1 and S2), just like the calendar from the village of Lyulyakovo
(Burgas region), make an exception with respect to their structure (Koleva V. and
Georgiev 2006, Koleva V. 2007). The months, grouped by seasons, are marked on
each of the four edges of the stick. This significantly reduces the length of the sticks.
They are around 50 cm long. The other two calendars (S3 and S4), just like the
majority of the Bulgarian calendar sticks, are around 80 cm long and 2 or 3 cm wide.
The months are divided into two groups of six and are incised on two opposite edges
of the stick.

The 365 or 366 day notches, including the leap day, are distributed in months
according to the Julian (solar) calendar. The months are divided by a greater distance
(S1 and S2) and by a deeper groove (S3 and S4) from one another. The special signs
on the sides mark the fixed festivals according to the Orthodox Church calendar and
are often influenced by the local tradition (Fig. 9) and (Table 2). The type of the signs
confirms that the wooden sticks belong to the group of calendars from the Central
Rhodopes.
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The reading of the examined calendar records goes from one side to the other
without interruption, for example from left to right on one side and then from right
to left on the other side, i.e. boustrophedon way, as is typical of most of the Bulgarian
calendars. There are no letters as special signs which could point to the beginning
date of the calendar year and to the direction of the reading. The key to the correct
way of reading is the user to be familiar with the Julian calendar, the feast system
used and the combinations of feast signs.

3. 1. THE TWIN CALENDARS FROM POLKOVNIK SERAFIMOVO (S1 AND S2)

We called them twin calendars because of their striking resemblance. It is obvious
that they were made by the same hand (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4).

Figure 3: The first wooden calendar from Polkovnik Serafimovo (S1).

The first one is kept in the National Museum of History in Sofia and is registered
under No 32434 (Fig. 3). It was published in 2002 by Vera Kerelezova, an ethnog-
rapher at the museum (Kerelezova 2002). The author has accurately described the
calendar stick. She pays attention to the unusual structure of the calendar record (the
distribution of the months into four groups on each of the four sides of the stick); to
the lack of special signs dividing the day notches in 7-day periods as in the case of the
calendar from the village of Karaorman, Haskovo region (Argirov 1896, Marinov
1907), and to the presence of some signs with ‘unclear’ function: tiny long scratches
among the feast signs, as well as the letter ‘H’ close to some of the small round grooves
above the day notches. Inscriptions are found very rarely on the Bulgarian wooden
calendars. Fortunately, in this case the year ‘1897’ is incised as well as the letters ‘’
(they are most probably initials) on one of the ends of the stick.

Some of the feast signs have a little round groove on the top of the straight lines
(forks or tridents) (Fig. 9). Similar signs are also found on three calendars from
the Rhodopes: S6, S7 and S8 described by Elena Koleva (Koleva E. 1971). This
allows Kerelezova to suppose, that calendar S1 is ”from the region of the town of
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Plovdiv, or from the north slopes of the Rhodopes”. As far as the calendar’s origin
is concerned, it is only known that in 1993 a certain Asen Georgiev Lukov handed it
to the museum and according to this man ”the calendar is found in the region south
of Plovdiv” (Kerelezova 2002: 228).

The additional research I did showed that if one reads the signs without inter-
ruption, e.g. boustrophedon way, some discrepancies in the previous study can be
resolved. The inclined line after ”30th June”, as Kerelezova reads it (Kerelezova
2002: 224), is in fact a sign before 1st April because the signs on the second side must
be read from right to left (Fig. 3; Fig. 10). There is a similar short line after 31th

October as well. It is highly probable that these two inclined lines point out the warm
part of the economic year.

The leap day according to us is marked with a groove after the day notch for 28th

February. Besides, the ”lack” of a sign for the very important Church feast 25th

December is due to the erroneous interpretation of December on the fourth side of
the stick – Kerelezova interprets it as October because of the wrong initial way of
reading (from left to right on each side) (Kerelezova 2002: 224-225). When read
correctly, it turns out that the number ‘1897’ is incised above the day notches at the
beginning of December and not between October and November (Kerelezova 2002:
225). The number really points to the year 1897 CE, but what is interesting and easy
to notice here is that the last digit has been modified, which confirms the repeated
usage of the object.

The sporadic dates marked with tiny scratches or round grooves made with some
sharp tool can be defined as ,,auxiliary”. They are not required by the canon and are
rather used to make calendar calculations in order to determine the Sundays and the
movable feasts, for instance. They are most numerous in the period March – April
(Koleva 2007: 103). It is possible that the Cyrilic letters ‘H’ on this calendar stand
for the Bulgarian word nedel~ ‘Sunday’.

Figure 4: The second wooden calendar from Polkovnik Serafimovo (S2).
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The second calendar is currently kept in a private collection. About twenty years
ago an old man from Polkovnik Serafimovo offered the calendar as a gift. It is an exact
replica of the first calendar (S1) as can be seen in the picture (Fig. 4). With very
few exceptions the feast signs on both sticks fully coincide and this could indirectly
provide an answer to the question about the origin of the first calendar.

On this calender a short notch marks the leap day. There is also a group of 3 (4?)
lines on the left end of the edge of the forth side.

The S1 and S2 calendars are the only ones among all known Bulgarian calendars
where the beginning of the calendar record coincides with the beginning of the civil
year on 1st January (January type) like some wooden calendars from Western Europe.
We can assume that the master’s wish was to make an everlasting calendar whose
beginning is the same as in the Gregorian calendar. The latter was known from the
printed calendars of that time as the new style.

A very close parallel to our raboshes is a Croatian wooden calendar (ragoš) from
the Dalmatian island Olib (Fig. 5) with a four-fold structure of the calendar record
and a beginning on 1st January (Stipa 1966).

The first difference, however, is in the direction of reading. Here we read the
calendar record one-way only (from left to right), i.e. the reading is interrupted. The
second difference is in the feast system used, because the Croatian calendar reflects
the liturgical calendar of the Western Church.

Figure 5: Wooden calendar from Croatia (after: Stipa 1966).
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3. 2. THE THIRD WOODEN CALENDAR FROM POLKOVNIK SERAFIMOVO (S3)

Fig. 6 presents the four sides of the third examined calendar. Its owner was a chief
shepherd (kehaya), named Hubcho Kehaya. It is also kept in a private collection.
The length of the stick is about 80 cm. The day notches of the year are divided into
two groups of 6 months incised on two opposite edges of the stick. The months are
separated from one another by a wide groove. The beginning of the calendar record
is 1st May on the first side and 1st November on the second side. The reading goes
from one side to the other without interruption.

Figure 6: The third wooden calendar from Polkovnik Serafimovo (S3).

The calendar has a well formed handle with a hole in it to hang the stick by.
There is also another hole on the very top of the handle, as well as Christian symbols,
anthropomorphic and zoomorphic figures on its sides.

The calendar record is corrupted on the opposite end of the stick so the last 2-3
day notches of October on the first side and the first 2-3 day notches of November on
the second side are missing.

The leap day is not marked on this calendar.

3. 3. THE FOURTH WOODEN CALENDAR FROM POLKOVNIK SERAFIMOVO (S4)

The fourth calendar from Polkovnik Serafimovo is kept in the History Museum in
Smolyan and is registered under No 4931 (Fig. 8). During an ethnographic expedi-
tion in 1984 it was handed in by Dobra Donkovska, then 81 years old. She inherited
the calendar stick from her mother and, just like her, knew how to use it. Dobra
Donkovska’s mother was from the famous clan of Hubcho Kehaya, and her husband
was a mason and worked both in neighbouring villages and in the White Sea (Aegean
Sea) region. Alamidere (now Polkovnik Serafimovo) was famous for its good ma-
sons, and masonry and shepherd’s trade were the main means of living of the local
population.

The stick does not have a handle. The day notches of the year are divided into two
groups of 6 months incised on two opposite edges of the stick. The months are also
separated from one another by a wide groove. The beginning of the calendar record
is 23rd April on the first side and 21st October on the second side. The reading goes
without interruption, i.e. from left to right and back from right to left.
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Figure 7: Figures engraved on the four sides of the handle.

The calendar also has one special feature. A very big groove is incised between
the months of February and March. Maybe the date 1st March was important for
some calendar calculations. Probably the parallel scratches on certain places (in May,
June, Jule and August) are ”auxiliary” signs marking some important moments in
the feast and/or economic cycle.

The leap day is marked with a thin long line.

3. 4. THE FEAST OF SS CYRIL AND METHODIUS ON THE CALENDARS FROM POLKOVNIK

SERAFIMOVO

The age of a calendar can be estimated roughly based on the presence or lack of
the feast of SS Cyril and Methodius, which was officially introduced in the printed
calendars in 1855. This criterion was first suggested by Stoyan Argirov (Argirov
1896). Such a sign is missing only on the second calendar from Polkovnik Serafimovo.
Therefore we can be quite sure that the remaining three calendars were used after
1855.

4. SIGNS

The important fixed feasts of the Orthodox liturgical calendar are marked with big
and varied signs on the sides of the sticks. The main signs are the straight line, the
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Figure 8: The fourth wooden calendar from Polkovnik Serafimovo (S4).

fork and the trident. Their more complex and ornamented variants mark the more
significant feasts. The first four columns in Fig. 9 present the different types of signs
on each of the reviewed four calendars. The type of signs used confirms that the
wooden sticks from Polkovnik Serafimovo (S1, S2, S3 and S4) belong to the group of
calendars from the Central Rhodopes (Smolyan region).

We have included for comparison signs from the Smolyan (S), Haskovo (H), Kyus-
tendil (K) and Burgas (B) regions (see the references in Table 1) as well as from
Croatia (Stipa 1966), Komi (Russia) and Finland. The signs in the column ”Komi 2”
belong to a wooden calendar from the village of Vizinga, Sysolsk area of the Republic
of Komi in Russia. Now the calendar is kept in the National Museum in the town
of Syktyvkar. It is registered under No 1171 and is first published by Vladimir Lipin
(Lipin 2006). The signs in the column ”Komi 3” are from the wooden calendar pub-
lished by P. I. Savvaitov (Savvaitov 1869). The signs in the columns ”Finland 4”
and ”Finland 5” belong to the Orthodox wooden calendars No 741 and No 2218:212
kept in the Finnish collection of the National museum in Helsinki (Koleva S., Koleva
V., 2006, p. 156, Fig. 6).

The Balkan tradition (Bulgaria and Croatia) in calendric signs stands out in com-
parison to the more northern cultures of Komi and Finland. Only the four- sided
calendar of Vizinga (”Komi 2”) makes an exeption. Günter Stipa drew special at-
tention to it because he found a close resemblance to the Bulgarian calendars (Stipa
1966). Really, similar signs are used for the feast days and the calendar record is
devided into two parts on two neighbouring sides. The reading is uninterrupted –
from 1st January to 30th June and from 1st July to 31st December (Lipin 2006, Fig.
2).

We can compare the distribution of the various feast signs on the four calendars
with the help of the scheme on Fig. 10. In order to compare the signs used for a
particular feast day, the dates in each month are read from left to right on the scheme,
although on the calendar stick some of them will be read in the opposite direction.

The scheme shows that there is some canonical rule to mark the important feasts
with bigger signs. It is also quite obvious that there are some peculiar features and
reciprocal influence of the local calendar makers.
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Figure 9: Signs on 21 Bulgarian calendars from the Smolyan (S), Haskovo (H), Kyus-
tendil (K) and Burgas (B) regions in comparison with 1 from Croatia, 2 from Komi
(Russia) and 2 from Finland. The signs in the first four columns are from Polkovnik
Serafimovo.

5. CALENDAR TYPOLOGY OF THE BULGARIAN
WOODEN CALENDARS

The starting day of the year determines the year style of the calendar. We suppose
that the different beginning of the record on the calendar sticks is not accidental and
it defines three types of the Bulgarian wooden calendars (Table 1).

September type: found on 8 calendars. The starting date, 1st September, is marked
with a feast sign on one end of the stick. In the Orthodox calendar the New Church
Year (the Ecclesiastical year) begins on this date.

April (May) or October (November) type: found on 11 calendars. The record on
each side of the sticks begins in April or May, and respectively in October or November.
Here is a list of the registered starting dates: 1st April – 1st October (on 1 calendar),
20th April – 26th October (2), 23rd April – 21st October (1), 23rd April – 23rd October
(1), 23rd April – 26th October (1) and 1st May – 1st November (5). Not always the
starting date is underlined by a special sign, but the big feasts 23rd April and 26th of
October are always somewhere nearby.

In the folk economic calendar these dates divide the year into a winter and a
summer halves. Such a division is typical of many archaic calendars as well as of
the so called ‘shepherd’s year’, very popular in the Central Rhodopes till the 19th

c. (Deqov 1903). May be this is the reason this division to be predominant in the
wooden calendars from this region as well.
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Figure 10: Comparative scheme of the distribution of the various feast signs on the
four calendars from Polkovnik Serafimovo.
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Table 1: Calendar typology of the Bulgarian wooden calendars.

Calendar type Site of origin of the calendars (Abbreviation)
September type
1st September Karaorman, Haskovo region (Argirov

1896, Marinov 1907)
H 1

1st September Tishanovo, Kyustendil region (Zahariev
1929)

K 1

1st September Ustovo, Smolyan region (Koleva E. 1971) S 7
1st September ? Smolyan region (”1783”) (Koleva E.

1967)
S 12

1st September Primorsko, Burgas region (Gorov 1997) B 2
1st September Lyulyakovo, Burgas region (Koleva V. and

Georgiev 2006)
B 3

1st September Malko Tarnovo, Burgas region (”1850”)
(Koleva V. 2007)

B 4

1st September Malko Tarnovo, Burgas region (Koleva V.
2007)

B 5

April (May) –
October (November) type
1st April – 1st October Akhtopol, Burgas region (Vakarelski

1936)
B 1

20th April – 26th October ? Shiroka Laka, Smolyan region (Koleva E.
1971)

S 9

20th April – 26th October Stoykite, Smolyan region (Koleva E. 1971) S 14
23rdApril – 21stOctober Polkovnik Serafimovo, Smolyan region S 4
23rd April – 23rd October ? Shiroka Laka, Smolyan region (Koleva E.

1971)
S 8

23rd April – 26th October Varbovo, Smolyan region (Detev 1947) S 11
1stMay – 1stNovember Polkovnik Serafimovo, Smolyan region S 3
1st May – 1st November ? Shiroka Laka, Smolyan region (Koleva E.

1971)
S 5

1st May – 1st November Shiroka Laka, Smolyan region (Koleva E.
1971)

S 6

1st May – 1st November Chepelare, Smolyan region (Koleva V.
2007)

S 10

1st May – 1st November Stojkite, Smolyan region (”1818”, ”1878”)
(Koleva E. 1971)

S 13

January type
1stJanuary ? Polkovnik Serafimovo, Smolyan re-

gion (”1897”) (Kerelezova 2002)
S 1

1stJanuary Polkovnik Serafimovo, Smolyan region S 2
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January type: there are only two calendars of this kind, where the beginning of the
year is on 1st January. The date is marked on one of the ends of the stick. This is the
beginning of the year in the Gregorian calendar which was introduced by the Roman-
Catholic church in the XVI century. In Bulgaria the Gregorian calendar (also known
as new style) was introduced only in 1916 to replace the old style, i.e. the Julian
calendar, in the official civil calendar. The Orthodox Church in Bulgaria reformed its
liturgical calendar by introducing the so-called New Julian Calendar in 1968.

It is noteworthy that on all the calendars the dates 1st September, 1st January, as
well as 23rd April and 26th October are marked as important feasts, irrespective of
their location on the stick. This shows that people were familiar with the rest of the
calendar types and used them according to their needs – religious or economic.

According to Table 1 two of the examined calendars (S3 and S4) belong to the
most numerous group of April (May) type where all but one calendars are from the
Smolyan region. The other two calendars (S1 and S2) form a new group of January
type and they are the only examples there.

6. FEASTS

In Table 2 the marked dates on each calendar are identified with certain fixed Ortho-
dox feasts. The table also shows the feasts distribution on the four calendars. The
‘+’ means that there is a sign for the given date on the respective calendar. The ‘+?’
means that this is a sporadic date marked with a tiny sign or small groove that we
consider to be auxiliary.

The frequency of occurrence of the big Church holidays and of some feasts of local
importance is very high, as opposed to the occurrence of the small Church holidays and
the sporadic dates. There is a large number of folk feasts along with the ecclesiastic
ones celebrated by the common people with folk rituals and magic acts. The users of
the wooden calendars were able to count out the days from one feast to another, to
determine the weekdays in each year and the related movable feasts.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The study of the four wooden calendars from the Central Rhodopes confirms the data
so far and broadens our knowledge about the Bulgarian wooden calendars. Their
comparison with calendars from neighbouring and more distant countries shows that
there were some canonic rules and local traditions related to the usage of the liturgical
calendar and its representation on the wooden sticks.

These objects are a good example of the continuity and functional combination of
a people’s calendar tradition, based on the seasonal economic activities, and the new
Christian practices reflected in the Orthodox liturgical calendar.

The structure of the Bulgarian calendars and the type of signs used speak for a
pre-Christian and early Christian written script. Some of the signs have counterparts
among the Proto-Bulgarian ideographic signs found also on archaeological artifacts
from 7th – 10th c. in the old Bulgarian capitals and sanctuaries in Pliska, Madara and
Preslav (Donqev 1971, Donqeva-Petkova 1980, Sefterski 2001). Similar signs are
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Table 2: Identification of the marked dates with the fixed Orthodox feasts and their
distribution on the four calendars (S1, S2, S3, and S4) from Polkovnik Serafimovo,
Smolyan region.

Date Feast in the Orthodox calendar
September S1 S2 S3 S4

1 Beginning of the Ecclesiastical New Year; Venera-
ble Simeon Stylites

+ + + +

2 St. Mamas of Caesarea, Martyr; St. John the
Faster of Constantinople

+

8 Nativity of the Virgin Mary + + + +
9 Afterfeast of the Nativity of the Virgin Mary; SS.

Joachim and Anne
+ + + +

14 Exaltation of the Holy Cross + + + +
20 St. Eustathius, Megalomartyr + +
21 Apodosis of the Exaltation of the Holy Cross; St.

Quadratus, Apostle
+? +?

22 Prophet Jonah; St. Phocas, Martyr +?
23 Conception of St. John the Baptist + + +
24 St. Thecla, Protomartyr + +
26 Dormition of St. John the Theologian, Apostle and

Evangelist
+ + + +

October S1 S2 S3 S4
1 Feast of the Protective Veil of the Virgin Mary; SS.

Ananias, Apostle and Romanus the Melodist
+

2 St. Cyprian, Martyr; St. Justina of Nicomedia,
Martyr

+ + +

3 St. Dionysius the Areopagite of Athens, Martyr +?
4 St. Hierotheos of Athens, Martyr +?
6 St. Thomas, Apostle + + + +
14 Venerable Petka (Parasceve) of Turnovo;

SS. Nazarius, Gervasius, Protase, Celsus of
Milan, Martyrs

+ + + +

18 St. Luke, Apostle and Evangelist + + + +
19 Transfer of the Relics of Venerable John of Rila in

Bulgaria; Prophet Joel
+ + +?

26 St. Demetrius of Thessalonica, Megalomartyr + + + +
27 St. Nestor of Thessalonica, Martyr +

November S1 S2 S3 S4
1 SS. Cosmas and Damian the Silverless of

Mesopotamia, Miracle Workers
+ + +

2 SS. Acindynus, Pegasius, Aphthonius, Elpidepho-
rus and Anempodistus of Persia, Martyrs

+ +

8 Synaxis of St. Archangel Michael + + + +
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Table 2: continued.

Date Feast in the Orthodox calendar
November S1 S2 S3 S4

9 SS. Onesiphorus and Porphyrius of Ephesus, Mar-
tyrs

+ +

12 St. John the Merciful of Alexandria + + +
13 St. John Chrysostom of Constantinople + + + +
14 St. Philip, Apostle; Beginning of Nativity Fast + + + +
15 SS. Gurias, Samonas and Avivos of Edessa, Mar-

tyrs
+?

16 St. Matthew, Apostle and Evangelist + + + +
17 St. Gregory of Neocaesarea, Miracle Worker + +
21 Presentation of the Virgin Mary in the Temple + + + +
22 SS. Philemon, Archipus and Appia, Apostles +
25 Apodosis of the Presentation of the Virgin Mary;

St. Catherine of Alexandria, Megalomartyr;
St. Clement Pope of Rome, Megalomartyr

+ + + +

26 Venerable Alypius Stylites +
27 Venerable Theodosius of Tarnovo (Bulgarian); St.

James the Persian, Martyr
+?

30 St. Andrew the First-called, Apostle + + + +
December S1 S2 S3 S4

2 Prophet Habacuc + +?
4 St. Barbara of Hieliapolis, Megalomartyr; Venera-

ble John of Damascus
+ + + +

5 Venerable Sabbas the Sanctified + + + +
6 St. Nicholas of Myra in Lycia, Miracle Worker + + + +
9 Conception of the Virgin Mary by St. Anne + + + +
12 Venerable Spiridon of Trimythus, Miracle Worker + + + +
13 St. Eustratios, Auxentios, Eugene, Mardarios, and

Orestes, Martyrs; St. Lucy of Syracuse, Martyr
+ +

16 Prophet Haggai +?
18 St. Sebastian of Rome, Martyr; St. Modestus of

Jerusalem
+ + + +

20 Forefeast of the Nativity of Jesus; St. Ignatius the
Theophoros of Antioch

+ + + +

22 St. Anastasia, Megalomartyr + + + +
24 Nativity Eve; Venerable Eugenia of Rome, Martyr + +
25 Nativity of Jesus + + + +
26 Synaxis of the Virgin Mary + + + +
27 Afterfeast of the Nativity of Jesus; St. Stephen,

Apostle, Archdeacon and Protomartyr
+ + + +

29 14000 Holy Infants killed by Herod in Bethlehem + +
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Table 2: continued.

Date Feast in the Orthodox calendar
January S1 S2 S3 S4

1 Circumcision of Jesus; St. Basil the Great + + + +
2 St. Silvester of Rome + + +
5 Eve of the Epiphany; Feast of the Holy Cross + + + +
6 Epiphany + + + +
7 Synaxis of St. John the Baptist + + + +
9 ST. POLYEUCTOS OF MELETINE, MARTYR +?
11 Venerable Theodosius the Great + +
16 Feast of the Chains of St. Peter + + +
17 Venerable Anthony the Great + + + +
18 St. Athanasius the Great + + + +
20 Venerable Euthymius the Great; St. Euthymius of

Tarnovo
+ + + +

21 Venerable Maximos the Confessor +?
23 St. Clement of Ancyra, Martyr +? +?
25 St. Gregory the Theologian of Constantinople + + + +
27 Transfer of the Relics of St. John Chrysostom + + + +
30 Synaxis of the Three Hierarchs + + + +
31 SS. Cyrus and John the Silverless, Miracle Workers +?

February S1 S2 S3 S4
1 Forefeast of the Presentation of Jesus in the Tem-

ple; St. Tryphon of Campsada, Martyr
+ + + +

2 Presentation of Jesus in the Temple + + + +
3 St. Simeon and Anne the Prophetess + +
6 St. Photios of Constantinople +?
8 St. Theodore the General, Megalomartyr; Prophet

Zachariah
+ + + +

10 St. Charalampus of Magnesia, Martyr + + + +
11 St. Blaise of Sebastia, Martyr + + + +
16 SS. Pamphilus of Caesarea and Porphirius, Martyrs +?
17 St. Theodore Tiro, Megalomartyr + + + +?
23 St. Polycarp of Smyrna, Martyr + +
24 1st and 2nd Discoveries of the Head of St. John

the Baptist
+ + + +

29 Venerable John Cassian the Roman (in a leap
year)

+ + +

March S1 S2 S3 S4
1 St. Eudoxia of Heliopolis, Martyr + + + +
5 SS. Konon and Joan the Bulgarian +?
9 Holy 40 Martyrs of Sebastia + + + +
10 SS. Kodratos and Galina, Martyrs +?
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Table 2: continued.

Date Feast in the Orthodox calendar
March S1 S2 S3 S4

13 Transfer of the Relics of St. Necephorus of
Constantinople

+?

17 Venerable Alexis the Man of God +? +?
23 St. Nicon, Martyr +? +?
25 The Annunciation + + + +

April S1 S2 S3 S4
1 Venerable Mary of Egypt + +
6 St. Eutychius of Constantinople +? +?
7 Venerable George of Melitene + + +?
10 St. Terence and Pompeius of Carthage, Martyrs +? +
12 Venerable Basil of Parium, Confessor +
18 Venerable John, Disciple of St. Gregory Decapolite +
23 St. George, Megalomartyr + + + +
25 St. Mark, Apostle and Evangelist + + + +
27 St. Symeon of Jerusalem, Martyr +?
30 St. James, Son of Zabedee, Apostle +?

May S1 S2 S3 S4
1 Prophet Jeremiah + +
2 Transfer of the Relics of St. Athanasius the Great;

St. Boris I (Michael), Prince of Bulgaria
+ + + +

8 St. John Theologian, Apostle and Evangelist + + + +
9 Transfer of the Relics of St. Nicholas, Miracle

Worker; Prophet Isaiah
+ +

11 SS. Cyril and Methodius + + +
17 SS. Andronicus and Junia, Apostles +
18 SS. Peter, Dionysius, Andrew,

Paul, Christina, Martyrs
+

20 St. Thallelaeus the Merciful, Martyr +
21 SS. Constantine, Emperor, and his Mother Helen + + + +
22 St. Basiliscus of Comana, Martyr +
23 Venerable Michael of Synnada +?
25 3rd Discovery of the Head of John the Baptist + + +
28 Venerable Nikitas of Chalcedon; Venerable Sofronij

the Bulgarian
+?

June S1 S2 S3 S4
1 St. Justin the Philosopher, Martyr + +
4 St. Metrophanes of Constantinople +?
5 St. Dorotheos of Tyre, Martyr +?
8 Transfer of the Relics of St. Theodore the General,

Megalomartyr
+ + + +
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Table 2: continued.

Date Feast in the Orthodox calendar
June S1 S2 S3 S4

9 St. Cyril of Alexandria + +
11 SS. Bartholomew and Barnabas, Apostles + + + +
12 Venerables Onuphrius the Great and Peter the

Athonite
+ +

14 Prophet Elisha + + +
15 Prophet Amos + +
16 St. Tychon of Amathus, Miracle Workers +
17 SS. Manuel, Sabel and Ishmael of Persia, Martyrs +?
21 St. Julian of Tarsus, Martyr + + + +
22 St. Eusebius of Samosata +
24 Nativity of St. John the Baptist + + + +
29 SS. Peter and Paul, Foremost of Apostles + + + +
30 Synaxis of the 12 Apostles + + + +

July S1 S2 S3 S4
1 SS. Cosmas and Damian the Silverless, Miracle

Workers; Transfer of the Relics of Venerable John
of Rila from Turnovo to Rila in Bulgaria

+ + + +

2 Deposition of the Robe of the Virgin Mary + + + +
7 St. Dominica (St. Cyriaca), Megalomartyr + + + +
8 St. Procopius of Caesarea, Megalomartyr + + + +
14 St. Aquila, Apostle + + +
15 SS. Cyriacus and Julitta of Tarsus, Martyrs + + +
17 St. Marina of Antioch, Megalomartyr + + + +
20 Prophet Elijah the Tishbite + + + +
22 St. Mary Magdalene the Myrrhbearer + + +
25 Dormition of St. Anne + +
26 St. Hermolaus of Nicomedia, Martyr;

St. Parasceve of Rome, Martyr
+

27 St. Panteleimon, Megalomartyr; SS. Cyril and
Methodius and their 5 Disciples

+ + + +

30 SS. Silas and Silvanus, Apostles + +?
31 Beginning of Dormition Fast; Forefeast of the Holy

Cross; St. Eudocimus of Cappadocia;
+ +?

August S1 S2 S3 S4
1 Procession of the Holy Cross; Holy 7 Maccabean

Martyrs
+ + +? +

6 Transfiguration + + + +
8 St. Emilian of Cyzikos +
13 St. Maximos the Confessor +? +?
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Table 2: continued.

Date Feast in the Orthodox calendar
August S1 S2 S3 S4

14 Forefeast of the Dormition
Prophet Micah

+?

15 Dormition + + + +
16 Afterfeast of the Dormition; St. Diomedes of Tar-

sus, Martyr
+

17 St. Myron of Cyzicus, Martyr +?
18 Dormition of Venerable Joan of Rila in Bulgaria;

SS. Floros and Lauros, Martyrs
+?

19 St. Andrew the General, Martyr +
21 Prophet Samuel +?
23 Apodosis of the Dormition; St. Lupus of Thessa-

lonica, Martyr
+

26 SS. Adrian and Natalia, Martyrs +?
28 Venerable Moses of Ethiopia +?
29 Beheading of St. John the Baptist + + + +
31 Placing of the Precious Girdle of the Mother of God

in Chalcoprateia
+ + +

also found among the damga signs and brands used by shepherds to mark the animals
belonging to a particular owner (Manolova 1980). The comparison of the rabosh
signs with older signs, such as the ones on Neolithic and Eneolithic ceramics, confirms
their universality and strong local tradition on the Balkans.

Today it is more and more difficult to find wooden calendars most probably due
to bad storage conditions or because their current owners do not realize fully their
significance. The thorough knowledge about the wooden calendars can be of interest
to many other scientific fields, including the history of religion and ethnology, history
of astronomy and mathematics, as well as semiotics.
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